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February 2nd 2015 Group Coaching Call 

 
YARO: Okay, so welcome officially to this Blog Mastermind Coaching Call 
for February. We're starting this February 2nd of 2015. So, some quick 
instructions. Now that we've started the call officially, if you want to ask me 
a question, all you have to do is press five and star key on your phone or 
your Skype dial pad and my control panel that I am looking at now will give 
me a notification that you would like to ask a question. 
 
What happens then is I will basically click your icon and then, you'll be 
notified that your line is active then, you and I can have a one-on-one 
interaction, ask your questions, we can resolve your problems, and 
everyone else can listen in at the same time and we go through the 
questions one at a time.  
 
So, you're welcome to do that now. You can press five and star and I'll start 
seeing the little icons pop up and we can do the question and answers. 
And, whenever we don't have any live calls, I jump to the pre-email sent in 
questions, people who have emailed in early.  
 
So, let the technology catch up or you guys press five and star to raise your 
hands. Just making sure I've got my settings right... yes. Looks all good to 
me, okay. All right, first question, here we go. 
 
Hello caller, who is this? 
 
LISA: Hi, this is Lisa.  
 
YARO: Hi Lisa! How are you? 
 
LISA: Can you hear me? 
 
YARO: Yes, go ahead. 
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LISA: I'm good. How are you? 
 
YARO: I'm good. How can I help? 
 
LISA: Okay so, I have a question. I have been working with you, you know, 
on the forums about trying to get more of a sales funnel and offer coaching 
products. You might remember, my website is Love Horseback Riding so I 
help horses. 
 
YARO: Yes. 
 
LISA: And, last we had talked, you had recommended  training and I don't 
know if you saw my response but I can't do a guarantee on a training 
solution because there's so many facets to horses and horse training. 
 
So, I am trying to find soemthing that can work better to offer for either for 
coaching, a specific focus to the coaching or something else that I can do. 
Do you have any ideas or suggestions that would work or...? I'm just 
looking for ideas and – 
 
YARO: Yes. 
 
LISA: Or, another way to go. 
 
YARO: Of course. You and I have had a long discussion in the community 
there and it's been evolving and I think the last thing I wrote back to you is 
whatever product or offer you decide to come up with, there's still going to 
be the need for some kind of selling process, a marketing process, and 
also, you have to have the right target audience for that offer. 
 
So, we might, like we can talk about you coming up with a low-priced 
eBook or perhaps a mini-course, or even a couple of videos. You've been 
talking about something regarding horses. You've got so many options 
when it comes to product creation. 
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The thing is, I don't want you to go and spend time creating a product if the 
problem exists in you not having the right audience or enough of the right 
audience, you not presenting the right offer to them or just not having 
enough of a sales process that lead up to the offer as well. 
 
So, I'm more concerned about that being wrong and you wasting time on 
product creation and then, getting very frustrated and upset by the end 
working on this product and then no one buying it because so far, based on 
what I have seen is you're doing very, very light offers for the coaching that 
you are offering, and you know, just a little sentence at the end of your 
email and there's not a lot of offering in terms of you presenting one 
specific sequence of information about solving one specific problem leading 
to one specific product offer that connects with that because you need that 
running, that process, that sequence of information because that's what 
brings the targeted person to you who then sees this free information. 
 
I mean, simply this could just be five emails that all focus along the same 
subject that all lead to the same offer. Yes, you're going to have a bunch of 
people and say, "I don't want that information," because they don't need it 
but it also means the people do continue to engage with that email, much 
more qualified and much more likely to then say yes to a product offer. 
 
I don't know obviously all the different emails you sent over the months 
previously, Lisa but the one you did show me in the community did seem 
like it was sort of a newsletter that covered all kinds of different subjects 
and then, you're offering coaching at the end. That needs to be tightened 
up. That's I think the process where you should spend your time is looking 
at, "Okay, what specific problem do I want to focus on?"  
 
Let's have a sequence of information leading up to it and then, let's have a 
specific product. It doesn't have to be coaching but, coaching is the thing 
you can sell now. Any other product you try and sell, you're going to have 
to invest some weeks to create it. And, if you picked the wrong subject or 
don't have the right sequence of information leading up to that product 
then, you're not going to sell it. So, I'm more concerned about the targeting 
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of the person that you're selling to and the information leading up to the 
sale then, the actual product itself. You know what I mean? 
 
LISA: Yes, I can totally understand. As you know, I am completely new to 
all of these so yes. I don't know how to do that and I haven't followed a 
sequence. And, you're correct, I don't have a very tight email newsletter. I 
mean, I just have only like three months' work of even doing the newsletter 
itself. So, it's after having joining them and then, realizing that I need to 
build that list up and even communicate with people. So, that's definitely 
understandable. 
 
YARO: Right. 
 
LISA: So, basically, you're saying that I should get a specific problem in 
mind that they may need to solve and then, send out five emails relating to 
that information and then, have an offer-- they all lead to the same offer of 
either help or product, etc. 
 
YARO: I would definitely think about what is the most common problem... 
because you have the experience. You've been in this world for long 
enough to know where people need help but also where people actually 
look for help and potentially pay money for help. So, in your case, you may 
not need to do as in-depth market research because you've been living in 
this industry for so long. 
 
LISA: Right. 
 
YARO: What I would do is what you know about your market, I would think 
about, "Okay, well where do people spend money that I could provide a 
solution to that problem? And then, yes, construct a sequence of 
information. It doesn't have to be five emails. That's a good amount. I have 
a two-week sequence I teach in Blog Mastermind. It's about sort of four 
emails that initially educate people and then, the second week, it's about 
making the offer for the product because you have to build up to the offer 
and link the free information to the product offer and then, when you're 
actually releasing now that sell the product, you have some of the 
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psychlological triggers by what I am talking about there is I think I 
mentioned to you for example, only offer five coaching spots for that month 
and have a special deal that ends at the end of the week. You need some 
sort of deadline, some scarcity to convince people to sign up and you also 
need all the other triggers like, "Do you have any proof? Do you have any 
stories from people you've helped in the past?"  
 
You can talk about case studies and the good thing is, if you know the 
specific problem you're going to help people with, you base all of these 
information around that problem.  
 
So, the lead up information, the selling information, the case studies, the 
testimonials and also the offer itself. It's about, "I will solve that problem for 
you." And, that's what you want, that congruency with everything in that 
process and the tighter you get with that, the more likely it is people will buy 
for obvious reasons. Everything is very linear. It's a strong process. 
 
LISA: Okay, that's helpful. I just needed to know which direction to go but 
that gives me a really good idea so, thank you. 
 
YARO: That's good, Lisa. I'd love for you to jump in the forums when you 
come to the conclusion of what problem you want to focus on. I'd love to 
hear you explain that when you get that clarified for yourself. 
 
LISA: Like I said, the horse industry is so huge so, I'll sit down and think 
about it but that gives me more of a way to focus on what I need to look at 
and then, I'll probably dump my deals off the forum to just look and see 
what other people think these ideas even though if you're not horse people, 
just in general of what works or not work. 
 
YARO: Yes. There is one person I thought who is actually in the horse 
industry as well that recently joined so, you might want to have a look. I 
think it was Jennifer who mentioned that. She replied to your post so, she's 
probably would be one person to ask. 
 
LISA: That's perfect. That would be great! 
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YARO: Okay, all right. 
 
LISA: All right, thank you. 
 
YARO: All right Lisa, let's continue the discussion in the forums and thanks 
for your questions. 
 
LISA: Yes, thank you. 
 
YARO: Bye! 
 
LISA: Bye! 
 
YARO: All right, thank you Lisa. We're just moving on to the next question. 
All right, next caller. 
 
SAL: Uh, hi Yaro! My name is Sal and I am in San Francisco. I just joined 
about two or three days ago. I saw your Blog Mastermind and I was very 
impressed by it. 
 
I have a question. I have about 2000 email addresses from my previous 
business. Can I use these to email an offer for my coaching business? 
 
YARO: Potentially yes. What you have to do is look at how they signed up. 
Obviously, if you have them in an email autoresponder then, at some point, 
they must have signed for something from you and possibly done a double 
opt in process so, if you're confident that they have actually signed up in a 
legitimate way, then, what I would recommend is don't send an offer 
straight away. Send some information to start building that relationship 
back up. I don't know, have you emailed them recently? Or, how long ago 
since you emailed them? 
 
SAL: Oh well, I had a travel business and they either bought airline tickets 
so, there were other travel agents who did business with me and that was 
about, most of them, about four or five years ago. 
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YARO: Oh okay, well chances are not very many of those people 
subscribed are even active anymore. It's been four or five years ago. That 
will be a very, very cold list.  
 
What you can do is I would just send an email and say, "Hey, I am starting 
up a new email newsletter or email list, go here to sign up or just click this 
link to confirm you want to receive the information," and go from that but 
just don't expect amazing results from a four- or five-year-old email list. 
 
SAL: Right, right. And, if there are friends in there that I corresponded with, 
should I still do the same thing? 
 
YARO: I think it's always good to, if you're starting something new, to say to 
people, "Here is the thing I am offering. If you're interested, join in," 
especially if it's not a list that you've been communicating with on a regular 
basis because think about where they are coming from. They haven't seen 
an email from you in years. They probably don't remember who you are.  
 
So, half of them are going to be delete straight away especially if you don't 
phrase the email well. Hopefully, some of them, if you have the right words 
in the email that speak to what their needs are right now, which might have 
changed, they may not be interested anymore in what you are talking 
about. 
 
Like I said, you're basically starting from scratch. If you can bring across 
100 people from a 2000-person list that's five years old, you're doing well. I 
would just, to be honest, I would just start building a new list because I 
wouldn't expect anything significant from a five-year-old email list especially 
if you haven't been emailing it. 
 
If you were emailing it once a month for those five years, then at least they 
have expected something from you so, when you start this process again, 
it's not a shock out of the blue and they'll know who you are. That's the 
important thing, the relationship. I don't think you have the relationship with 
them anymore. 
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SAL: Except for some of them that I talk to on the phone. 
 
YARO: Well, yes. Those ones for sure. They should say yes to whatever 
you send them in your email and you can grab them on the phone and tell 
them you're starting a new email list, too. 
 
SAL: Oh okay. All right, sounds good. Thank you. 
 
YARO: No problem. If you have anymore questions, feel free to raise your 
hands again, Sal and yes, good luck and talk to you soon. 
 
SAL: Okay, thanks. 
 
YARO: Okay, moving on to the next question. Let's see if I got this right. 
Here we go. 
 
Hello caller! 
 
Hello? 
 
BRAD: Hello Yaro!  
 
YARO: Yes, who is this? 
 
BRAD: Hi Yaro! My name is Brad. How are you? Pleased to meet you. 
 
YARO: You too. Brad, is it? 
 
BRAD: Yes, it is, Yaro. Can you hear me? 
 
YARO: Yes, you're a bit clear now. Go ahead, Brad. 
 
BRAD: Yes, thanks Yaro. I'm based down in the Gulf Coast, Yaro. I'm glad 
to meet you and all your members. 
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Yaro, my question is I am hearing impaired and also legally blind. Do you 
think it is right or wrong to use my personal experiences as a disability as 
part of an angle in marketing products in the future? I'm quite heavily into 
photography and quite often, I let the images on my work speak for 
themselves. 
 
But, from listening to people, some have said, "Why don't you just talk 
about your life experiences and disability as well?" How do you feel about 
that, Yaro? 
 
YARO: I think including it as a component of your communications, your 
story is definitely a good idea. I wouldn't feel the need to hide that from 
people. I'd ask you whether you feel uncomfortable at all talking about that. 
You said you wanted to use it as a part of your marketing. Now, it doesn't 
have to be something that's unnatural. It can just be you telling your story. 
 
Actually, when you started speaking about that, I thought about John 
Morrow who is a well-known blogger in my industry in teaching people 
blogging and he's basically paralyzed upto the neck and he can't type for 
obvious reasons. He's built an amazing business using voice recognition 
software to create all of his content and it's obviously a helpful part of the 
story. If you read his story, he was not meant to live past 12 years old and 
through his mother working hard, they were able to keep  him alive and 
he's gone on to be one of the longest living people with his condition and 
now built this amazing business as well. 
 
And, that's very powerful.  The fact that I am even telling you that story is 
because of that angle, the disability that he has and it's particularly relevant 
because he's a blogger who can't type which that's an angle. Now, that's a 
powerful hook that makes you interested and I think it's inspirational as well 
so, I would ask you, do you feel comfortable talking about that? Do you feel 
comfortable associating yourself with that part of you with your business, 
which that's a personal decision.  
 
I think it's a great message. It will certainly help your message spread 
further and people will show interest. You can get more press coverage, 
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you'd get more interviews, you'll get people who also have disabilities 
asking you how you do it so  that there is the market there and audience for 
that as well. So, my answer is a definite yes but it's whether you feel 
comfortable using that part of your life as part of your marketing. 
 
BRAD: Okay, that's really cool, Yaro. It's just something that I think I have 
gone further into my photography as a hobby, I have been trying to let the 
images speak. I am comfortable speaking about it. I think it's just a matter 
of texting the words in and moving forward and saying, "Hey, I'm okay with 
it." 
 
YARO: Well, I can already tell you that a legally blind photographer, that's a 
compelling story in itself.  
 
BRAD: Okay. 
 
YARO: I'm curious how you even do that. So, I think that there's a massive 
potential marketing angle there if you're prepared to talk about it. 
 
BRAD: Awesome. Thanks very much for that, Yaro. I appreciate it. 
 
YARO: No problem, Brad.  
 
BRAD: Cheers, man. 
 
YARO: See you later. Thanks for your questions. 
 
BRAD: Thanks man. 
 
YARO: All right, I am going to jump to one more live question and I am 
going to do some of the emailed questions so, live caller, hello! 
 
JAMES: Hello there! 
 
YARO: Hello, how are you? 
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JAMES: Not too bad, thank you, Yaro. It's James Turner calling. 
 
YARO: Hey James, how can I help? 
 
JAMES: Well, I've just joined your program. I was following you from about 
June and watching the build up to this and I really like your copy and I 
really like the way you show your course so, I just wanted to put that in 
there. 
 
YARO: Okay, well thank you! 
 
JAMES: Basically, I started officially a copywriting career in October, not a 
very long time ago and I am trying to build a second stream of income at 
the same time. And so, my first and primary question is, "Is it a good idea to 
start a blog in the field I am working in if I knew in that field I'm able to 
make any real claimed authority?" 
 
YARO: Is that the copywriting field or is that something else? 
 
JAMES: Oh sorry, yes. That would be the copywrting field. I guess, as a 
background, I have an English degree. I taught English for three years and 
I wrote as an instructional designer for three years. So, I've got it back on in 
writing just not specifically copywriting. 
 
YARO: Okay, so you want to focus your blog business on copywriting but, 
there is something else you do as well at the moment that you're more 
expert in but you're concerned about going out there and saying you're a 
copywriting expert without the background behind it, is that right? 
 
JAMES: Uh, no. That's almost right. My problem is, I don't really have 
expertise in any one particular field. I just have a mish-mash of fun-like 
experiences that have led me to be now 35 and wanting to go online and 
have more time. 
 
YARO: Okay.  
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JAMES: So, I don't know what to start my blog in at all and copywriting 
seems to be a logical step since I'm currently taking training from 
copywriters and I am building that online business. 
 
And so, I could see that too that maybe working together if had a blog and 
clients would be the first source of income. 
 
YARO: Yes. 
 
JAMES: But, I don't know if that's smart. It seems like a fairly slack field for 
blogging. 
 
YARO: Well yes, I mean, there's a lot of copywriters on the planet but that 
doesn't mean there's not a space for you. Copywriting is one of those 
industries that can be very localized to start with and very niche specific. I 
actually have a few other people who've come and gone and I think there's 
one person we've been having a conversation in the EJ Insider Community 
about how to use a blog to grow a copywriting business.  
 
And, it's not any different from another business... Sorry, you have a 
question? 
 
JAMES: No, no. I read one of the introductions from someone new to the 
group. 
 
YARO: Okay. 
 
JAMES: A copywriter, yes, I know. 
 
YARO: Yes, okay. So, yes. The discussion we've been having and the 
formula for growing a copywriting business is no different than any other of 
the niches that Blog Mastermind and EJ Insider has followed. It's the same 
thing. You're going out there and trying to solve a specific problem for a 
specific group of people. You're building information around solving that 
problem and you have a product, products and services that help people 
with that.  
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With copywriting in particular, usually the first offer is some kind of 
freelance writing service because that makes sense. It's the obvious first 
offer to make. Longer term, you might want to transition into digital products 
and more hands off services if you want lifestyle but certainly, in the short 
term, you have to get clients because that also helps with your credibility. 
It's an offer you can make from day one because there's no need for you to 
create anything. You just sell your service. 
 
So, it's actually a very straightforward process. But, the hard part, I don't 
think it's necessarily your lack of credibility because you can start building 
that up through the clients you get. 
 
The hard part is actually deciding what specific group of people you want to 
focus on. For example, in the community discussion I have been having 
with a member, it's been about focusing on health and wellness small 
businesses and being a copywriter for them. And that particular member 
has an affinity with the health and wellness industry from his own life 
experience with interest of meditation and personal development and so 
on. So, it's a natural gravitation to service that audience with copy, and of 
course, small business practitioners need, you know, they need a website 
copy, they need their advertising materials, the sales pages, all these 
things that copywriters do. But, it's nice for them to buy from someone who 
is already in the health and wellness industry in terms of their background 
and understanding. It makes them a better copywriter too. 
 
So, in your case, I would be really considering, okay, you want to be a 
copywriter? That's the decision you make and then, you decide, who do I 
want to write for? What business or person do I feel, maybe in that mish-
mash of experiences that you mentioned, you've had so far in 35 years of 
life, there has been a certain area that you feel you spend more time in or 
you've had experiences in that could lend itself to be your target audience 
for copywriting services.  
 
I would specifically, for example, if I decide to be a copywriter, I'm likely to 
go and say, "I want to write sales pages for bloggers," because I get that. I 
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wouldn't say I'm going to go do it for real estate agents because it's a 
completely new industry for me. 
 
So, that's the sort of decision making process you have to make now and 
then, the rest of this job is deciding the funnel to service those people so, 
giving them information, setting up the offer sequence so, you've got this 
copywriting service offered to your blog audience, to your email 
subscribers, and then, just getting customers, getting people through that 
process so you can get the testimonials, the case studies and then, you 
can embed that into the sales process which will make it even better. It will 
convert higher plus word of mouth will help. Everything will sort of 
compound on itself but you just have to make that early commitment to who 
you want to help. That's the hardest part. It's figuring that out. 
 
JAMES: Okay yes, that makes sense. I've now had three or four clients 
since October and that's kept me in house and food and that's fine but I 
haven't got a focus subject. I'm just out there taking in what I can. 
 
YARO: Right. Is there any connection with those clients? Are they all from 
a certain industry or something like that? 
 
JAMES: Not particularly but they are all small businesses so far. That's not 
a niche. 
 
YARO: Well, it's step one of refining a niche, isn't it? So, small businesses. 
What type of small businesses? That's the next question. 
 
JAMES: Aha, well, one person is making an e-target range shooting. That 
was my first client. That was fun. I got to go and shoot guns in a shooting 
range for a day to learn all that. 
 
YARO: Okay. 
 
JAMES: The next one was a wine and whiskey decanter, I would say. And 
some guy who's just putting together a side business selling those, and 
then, a jewelry store, an online jewelry store. Somebody had a physical 
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shop who wanted to take it online. And then, a graphic designer. I wrote 
some at the last pages. 
 
YARO: I would look if there's any commonalities between those people, 
even ask them why they chose you. You might be surprised that even 
though they are very divergent market places, there might be specific 
aspects that links them together about why they chose you or what they 
needed.  
 
It may be too small a sample. Four isn't a lot and also depends on how you 
have been marketing yourself to this point but, even so, just having those 
four case studies, that's brilliant. You should definitely use them in your 
marketing and you know, maybe, you can even think about what areas you 
want to focus on and it doesn't have to be decided by the market. This 
could be you just saying, "You know what? I'd love to write for health and 
fitness and that's my market." So, it's up to you. 
 
JAMES: Okay. I guess, do you think that, my problem my worry is this, if I 
go down the road of targeting one market then, I won't have anything to 
teach because all of the people attracted to my website will be people who 
want me to copywrite for them. 
 
YARO: That is a common concern. What we need to do is look at this as 
layers. So, yes, you have a copywriting service. There'll be some people 
who can't afford it. There'll be some people who'll buy it from you and then, 
there'll be an opportunity for you to sell them something more. What's the 
next level after copywriting? Maybe, it's some kind of email automation 
system that you set up for them and that you can have a little team doing 
and that could be your profit center. It's hard to say but the important thing 
is you're getting customers in the door. I would look at it as I always do, as 
a funnel. 
 
So, what does a person who can't afford to pay $2000 for copywriting need 
to buy before they are ready for that? Is there an entry level, maybe $100 
product or even a template you can sell to them so they can write their own 
copy until they are ready to hire you for the next step. Just sort of think 
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about what's the front end, what's the middle, what's the back end and start 
planning out, how this business might look longer term while you're 
currently doing copywriting to build up your clientele to get the more 
specific target audience so you know who you service. 
 
But, ideally, you would have different product solutions for different 
problems that this target audience has.  
 
JAMES: Okay, that makes a lot of sense.  
 
YARO: Get even clear the more time you spent with clients because they'll 
start saying to you, "Hey, do you know anyone who can do this," or, "I'm 
looking to do this," or, "This is annoying me."  
 
And, you might say, "You know what? I keep noticing everyone is having 
trouble with email automation. I think it's time to set up a service to do that 
for people." And, there you go, a new business theme. 
 
JAMES: Right. 
 
YARO: All right? 
 
JAMES: Yes, I think... Does this sound like a viable... Do you think 
copywriting is one of those fields that you can kind of always find a niche 
and you can always turn in to the right thing provided you follow the right 
path? 
 
YARO: Well, I think there's always demands for it. That's a given. Having 
operated online for over 15 years now, copywriting has always been 
needed and I don't see that changing because people out... you know, it's a 
word-based platform. Internet is based primarily on words. Even if it's 
video, there are scripts behind the sales message there. So, I think, the 
short answer is there will always be demands for sales tools written in 
copies. 
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So yes, for sure, and like you said, because it is a crowded market place, 
what happens and has happened already is the fragmentation, the 
segmentation into experts. But, you can think about it like, "How does a 
person usually get a copy written today? Where do they go searching 
first?" 
 
Chances are there are two areas. It will be referral, their other business 
owner friends, if they have any people they can refer to. Or, they'll probably 
go to oDesk or something like an outsourcing site and see if they can find 
someone that way. And then, you can sort of go, "How do they decide? 
What do they just decide one person over another?" 
 
I think what you'll see is the top copywriter is the one who charge ten to 
twenty to $30,000 for a long sales page. That's purely referral-based like  
they'll get one big client and then, they can use that one big client as a 
gateway to other big clients. 
 
The best way to get paid $10,000 for a piece of copy is to have written a 
piece of copy that costs $10,000 [laughter], if you know what I mean. Get 
the first one and then, it opens the door. 
 
JAMES: Yes. 
 
YARO: But, you have to be good. Let's face that, too. You might still be 
developing your skills in this area if you've only been doing it since 
October. So, just hold on. It could get better. If you get better, charge more, 
you get better clients and then, you can decide what business you want 
behind that service. 
 
JAMES: Okay, so you think this would be a long game? 
 
YARO: Well, I think this is a long game if you're serious about it. 
 
JAMES: Yes. 
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YARO: Copywriting is no different. I think my experience with copywriters is 
they get tired of writing copy. That's the only problem. And so, if you're first 
of all prepared to go and find that special area you want to focus on and 
then, secondarily, I would make sure you're thinking what can I start selling 
that doesn't require my time because I guarantee you, the first thing that 
becomes tiring is just doing client work. 
 
JAMES: Yes. Well, I am kind of already am there a little. But, that's mostly 
from... 
 
YARO: Yes, that's the problem. When you see all these information product 
businesses selling products while people sleep and you're working hard so, 
you know, make a client happy, it's easy to see which ones seems better. 
But, there's no reason why you can't have copywriting products for sale. I 
have seen over the years, many people who just sold template services, 
copywriting training, and then, everything that goes around the copy, like I 
said, email automation, information products even helping people come up 
with their whole products funnel. 
 
There's a lot  you can do once you have a marketplace. It's up to you then 
to decide what kind of business you want. 
 
JAMES: Right. Sink it in as being like a strategy more than just a writing. 
 
YARO: I find from most copywriters, they end up turning into business 
consultants would it be information products and services that are not 
delivered by them. That seems to be the common pathway.  
 
There a lot of people that get stuck though in that I need to make my bread 
and butter income and never again break free from that sort of hand to 
mouth eating the money of the clients, they're not having enough saved up. 
I have to go and get another client and then, never having the time to build 
the business around it. So, you just have to be careful about that. 
 
JAMES: Okay. Well, thank you very much and I look forward to interacting 
with you... 
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YARO: No problem, James. 
 
JAMES: ... on the forum. 
 
YARO: Yes, I'll see you there. 
 
JAMES: All right. Thank you so much. 
 
YARO: Thanks James, talk to you soon. 
 
JAMES: Yes. 
 
YARO: Okay, I am going to jump over to the email questions. Just a 
reminder for those who may have joined late, you can press the five and 
star key on your phone or your Skype pad if you want to raise your hand to 
ask me a question directly like the people I have been speaking to so far 
have done. But, I have some questions emailed in in advance. 
 
So, let's jump to the first one from Erwin. 
 
Erwin asks, 
 

"I have just finished Workshop 2 of Blog Mastermind and found the 
techniques very helpful as I start to write my first email course. I have 
a couple of questions. 
 
Number one, regarding blogging frequency, is it expected to write 
blog posts often at the beginning? But, when do you decide to write 
less than once a week or once a month especially when income and 
traffic starts to increase? How big does your income or traffic have to 
be in order to justify the decision to write fewer posts?" 

 
Erwin, that's a very ambiguous question in the sense that how much money 
do you want to make is really the question I'll have to ask you to determine 
when you feel comfortable writing less. I have found in my own experience 
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that you will look at your traffic numbers and you will look at your email 
optin numbers and you will look at your sales. And, if there's anything there 
that's not performing well enough and ultimately all those metrics trigger 
sales. 
 
So, if you don't have enough traffic, you're not going to get enough opt ins, 
you're not going to make enough sales. So, it really comes down to are you 
getting enough sales to run your business to live your life and is that 
sustained?  
 
Do you write once a month and that number stays reliable? This is what I 
had in my own experience. I noticed I was writing once a week and then, I 
swapped to once a month for a while there because I was focusing so 
much on product creation and I noticed writing once a month had no 
negative impact on my traffic. Now, that could be because my blog is very 
well-established and I've got all that old content that still gets traffic.  
 
So, you need to factor in what you want in terms of financial outcome and 
is it sustainable based on a certain level of ongoing content? Chances are, 
at the beginning, you will need to write more often because you don't have 
the, what I call, the platform built. 
 
When you have a history, an archive, it works for you. When you've been 
doing marketing for long enough, that marketing keeps bringing in new 
visitors to your blog. You start getting search engine traffic. 
 
So, those kind of benefit tend to only come long term simply because you 
need the content, you need the marketing, you need the incoming links to 
get the stability.  
 
So, I would suggest to you that the answer to this question is you can start 
slowing down when you see that you have built the pillars for this platform 
and the numbers demonstrate that there is stability and then, you can start 
deciding how much do you want to keep producing in order to keep 
growing your business. 
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But, a lot of that comes down to what you're trying to do and how big you 
want to grow. I could continue to write once a week and potentially grow 
quicker as well so there's that decision to make how quick you want to 
grow, what level do you want to get to? 
 
Question two from Erwin...  
 

"As I plan on setting an online video course for my flagship digital 
product, my question is what video platform service would you 
recommend for storing and streaming all the videos in your flagship 
product?" 

 
I recommend Vimeo. Vimeo Pro in particular is the one I use for all of my 
flagship video training materials. You can also go and try Wistia. A lot of 
marketers like the Wistia service because it provides statistics on when 
people stop watching the videos, how many hours have been watched, just 
more detailed statistics.  
 
However, they do cost more. Vimeo Pro is between $100 and $200 a year 
for their entire service and that's been all I need to deliver all the videos in 
Blog Mastermind. 
 
Amazon S3 is a good server for non-video. I use Amazon S3 for PDFs, the 
transcripts, the more text-based resources. That is not good enough for 
video I found over time. It just doesn't have streaming reliability. Where 
Vimeo and Wistia are designed for being video streaming services. 
 
Okay Erwin, I hope that helps with your questions. 
 
I'm going to do one more text question and then, I'll jump back to the live 
calls. 
 
All right, this is from Clarentino. 
 

"Hi Yaro, how do you do private coaching? I have a Facebook page 
on online business that targets the Malay speaking audience from 
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Malaysia and I have been getting requests for private coaching. This 
people are not from the same area with me so, to meet me personally 
is out of the question. 
 
Question one, how much would you charge? Question two, what is 
the structure of the coaching session, and question three, do you 
have a curriculum that they have to follow?" 

 
Okay Clarentino, the first answer for you is my private coaching is not really 
an ongoing coaching. I generally do one private coaching call with the 
person and that's all they need. It's obviously a higher priced per hour 
arrangement. So, most of the time, people would book me for one $500 an 
hour call, we'll do the call, we'll deal with the big issue and they'll go away 
and work on everything else after that themselves. 
 
A few people sometimes book two or three or want to have an ongoing 
relationship but I find that in most cases, people join one of my courses or 
my group coaching program if they want more ongoing support. It sounds 
to me, based on the questions you are asking me is you have people who 
want, basically a kind of like a course with the opportunity to talk to you, a 
bit like what we're doing now. Kind of like Blog Mastermind with coaching 
calls. 
 
However, you may not be ready to deliver something so significant and 
rather, instead, you'd rather do a, I guess, a kind of an ongoing coaching 
environment with some sort of structure to it, some kind of sequence 
information. 
 
So, first of all, I recommend you do it over Skype in terms of how much to 
charge. I would suggest you factor in what result you get for them. This is 
really the secret for coming up with pricing. You look at two variables. How 
much is the outcome worth to the person you are charging money for 
coaching?  
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So, if it's something that changes their life like you're helping them get 
married or save their marriage or perhaps lose a ton of weight, these are 
big significant life changes then, that's high value.  
 
If it's something a little bit less significant than the person's life, then you 
might charge less. You also have to look at the marketplace and your own 
experience.  
 
If you have more experience, you have more credibility, you've got people 
with big results, if you've helped people make millions of dollars, you can 
charge hundreds of thousands of dollars for coaching. If you only help 
people, you know, make a few hundred to a few thousand dollars then, you 
can't justify the price quite as much so, without knowing what you're 
actually helping people do, it's hard for me to give you a pricing structure.  
 
But, I do recommend if it's one on one time with you, do not charge less 
than whatever the equivalent of $50 an hour is for your country only 
because if you go less than that, it really degrades the quality of your 
private coaching in terms of perception. Private coaching means you're an 
expert and you have to justify that with the price. The price sets the 
perceived value so if you're only worth $25 an hour, who's going to hire 
you. 
 
People who are experts are at least $50 an hour. Preferably, I would go 
around the $100 an hour mark if you're helping people with something 
significant in their lives. And, the curriculum question, I would suggest you 
look at the private coaching as a step towards actually creating a course 
so, if you were to go and create a ten-week course, six-week course, 
whatever you decide on doing, take people through that in private coaching 
with the plan to turn that into a self-study course.  
 
That way, in the future, you don't have to do private coaching. You can 
have this course available for people to sell and then, you know, using all 
your personal time with private coaching. That's the way I would structure it 
if you need to come up with the curriculum. It's a bit of getting two 
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outcomes from doing one thing. You get paid to coach and you get paid to 
actually create a course, as well. So, that's nice. 
 
I hope that helps Clarentino. Let me know if you want to discuss it further. 
Feel free to jump in on another coaching call or if you're in the EJ Insider 
community, we can talk about it there. 
 
Okay, that is two questions from the emails. I'm going to jump back to the 
live questions after a sip of water. 
 
All right. Here we go, next live caller. 
 
MICHAEL: Hello, Yaro! Hello, my name is Michael Dean. I'm calling from 
Vancouver, British Columbia. 
 
YARO: Hi Michael, how are you? 
 
MICHAEL: I'm very well, thank you. 
 
First of all, I wanted to say that you're going to be coming to Vancouver so 
when you do, please feel free to give me an email. I've been working in 
hospitality out here for 25 years so, I can probably make a couple of good 
recommendations for places to eat while you're here and hook you up that 
way. 
 
YARO: Okay, awesome. Thank you. 
 
MICHAEL: My question is, I just started taking your course. Now, I had 
been developing basically a video teaching plan for English and up until 
about two years ago, the plan that's really been trying to make the most of 
my money using, getting Google Adsense dollars and I had really kind of 
lost hard and given out based on just how little I thought I was going to be 
able to make doing that until I talked to some people about membership 
sites and then, I ended up climbing through your funnel. 
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My question really is more of a, I guess I'll just tell you what my strategy 
have been so far and let's see what you think of it. I did probably about a 
month's worth of research on keyword research on, I think it's called, 
wordtracker.com and from there, I funneled basically like 30 metatags that I 
could guarantee that all 30 in a row would get me about 85,000 global 
monthly hits. And so, each of those were going to be the title of the lesson 
that I was going to make free on YouTube just to try to drive traffic to the 
site.  
 
I guess, based on what I am looking at now, is that you use Vimeo Pro and 
you create flagship courses once people sign up to the email address and 
you take them to the funnel so, would it still be a good idea to use that as a 
beginning marketing tactic to try to build up my email subscriber list, to do 
the 20 videos that I have been planning to do all along and drive traffic 
towards the blog instead?  
 
YARO: Possibly. Let me ask you what are those 20 videos aimed at 
helping people do? Like is there a problem in particular they all focus on or 
is they're all --? 
 
MICHAEL: No, no. I taught English for quite a while. My degree is in 
Screenwriting and Creative English Literature but the style that I really liked 
teaching with people who already speak a literal English but, they are really 
trying to improve their ability to engage in the culture and get better jobs by 
being able to be better hosts or be better communicating for connecting 
with people through sales and stuff like that. 
 
And so, a lot of my lessons really are about educating people on the most 
common sayings in English that don't mean what they literally mean. They 
mean something different. And so, really trying to improve their 
comprehension and their ability to joke around in the language and stuff 
like that.  
 
So, after I've been reading some of your pre-materials, I'd say that my 
focus would be to help people get better jobs, make more money, be more 
likely to get a promotion, how to engage in North American culture in such 
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a way that they're pre-perceived as a forward individual and therefore, 
probably more liked by their alpha bosses. What else? 
 
I have tactical ways that's helping them be better at sales, that's one of my 
specialties, what else. Sorry, I guess, I kind of got sidetracked there. 
 
YARO: Well no, you've answered the question perfectly and that's spot on. 
I love that you've said this is my market. It's very likely people who have not 
English as a first language, possibly immigrants in North America, they 
want to get a better job to get paid more and they feel like their English 
ability is what is stopping them so, you got a clear motivation. I want a 
better job. I want to earn more. You got a clear problem. My English is not 
quite there yet. I'm good enough to get around in the country but not to land 
the best job and that's what you're going to focus on solving. 
 
So, with that in mind, I would yes, look at those videos you were creating 
as certainly marketing tools but, when you create them, have in mind the 
next step you want people to take with you because you know that this is 
the funnel you're creating, this problem you're going to help people solve. 
You can construct these videos to be way more strategic in the call to 
action even in how you teach it because you'll speak to the person who is 
looking for a job as opposed to the general English liner and that will just 
bring a more qualified person. 
 
But, one thing I would suggest you do is rather than just create 20 videos 
that you're going to put on YouTube and trying to get traffic from the search 
results, I would think, "Can I use these 20 videos in a specific sequence 
that I deliver through the email course that leads to buyingthe product and 
look at it not just a a marketing tool but this is a pre-selling educational 
email course that will actually lead to customers buying products from 
you?"  
 
In that way, you get both benefits plus you can put those videos out there 
on YouTube. You can put them on your blog. You can link through the 
email course so they'd go through in the right order. Every video has the 
right call to action to get people on to the email list and then, throughout the 
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email list, you make offers for whatever your front-end product is around 
this problem. 
 
And that would be just like your strategy would be tighter than what you 
were talking about with doing the keyword research and trying to get those 
phrases. Yes, that's a good idea. It certainly helps with trying to get search 
traffic but in my mind, it's more important to know who you're trying to 
serve, what their problem is and then, being very tight with the delivery of 
this information because that's more likely to lead to the sale once you start 
getting the traffic. 
 
MICHAEL: Yes, okay. Understood.  
 
Okay, well, you know, I'm still absorbing a lot of your pre-materials before I 
get into the Blog Mastermind course so, I won't waste your time by asking 
questions that I'll probably already read the further I go in here. 
 
I just wanted to thank you for your time and once again man, when you're 
in Vancouver, that's what I do here, so please feel free. 
 
YARO: Sounds good, Michael. Yes, workshop one and two are on this 
exact subject of the email course so, I think if you got the clarity about your 
market like it sounds like you're getting very close to then, yes. Then, make 
sure your initial content is around making the sale and not just about 
getting the traffic and yes, I will be in Vancouver. I don't know if you follow 
me on Facebook. That's sort of the best way to get in touch regarding that 
because I'm just kind of random with my email but I am probably updating 
on my travels on Facebook.  
 
That's for anyone listening in. If anyone is interested in possibly doing a 
meet up in either Tokyo or Hongkong or Vancouver or San Francisco along 
the way in my trip, please do get in touch on Facebook as I move around. 
But, thank you  Michael. 
 
MICHAEL: Thank you. Take care. 
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YARO: All right. I'm going to jump back into the email questions. Again 
though, if you are late arrival to the coaching call, you can press five and 
star to raise your hand and then, we can have a one-on-one conversation. 
So, we got a big bunch of questions coming here from Ed. Let's see if we 
can get through them. 
 
Ed has asked... His new site is http://dtcs.hol.es. I'm not sure what that 
means but I'm sure it needs helping. 
 

"My target audience is small to medium sized company CEOs with 
the goal of getting them in a paid peer advisory mastermind at about 
$800 a month per person. My plan is to have an interview show to 
build traffic and credibility. I also plan to do blog posts. 
 
Question one, do you think the interview show model is a good one 
for traffic? I see you have one but it's a paid product and not free. 
Can you tell me why you do it this way or any best practices in doing 
one." 

 
Okay so, I do have a paid product interview club but I also have my 
podcast. I don't know if you'd seen that  Ed but I have been podcasting 
since 2005 which most of them are interviews and it's obviously a great 
way to build your traffic if you enjoy doing audio and in particular, the 
aspect of interviews is by far the best way to use as a traffic channel 
because every person you interview is a potential gateway to a new 
audience. 
 
So, I certainly recommend you doing interviews if that's what you'd feel 
comfortable doing. I don't know if you're in Blog Mastermind but I am just 
about to create the podcast bonus for that which is going to focus a lot on 
interview technique and using the podcast to get access to the audiences 
of the people you interview and then, that benefit because in my 
experience, if you want to do podcasting as a traffic channel, it's about who 
you interview, how you interview in that relationship more than anything 
else.   
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So, yes. Go for it. And, if you haven't seen my podcast, it's pretty obvious, 
right in the front of my Entrepreneur's Journey blog, the free one is there 
and it's over 100 interviews from the past five years. You can see it there. 
 
And, by the way, the reason I have a paid product interview is because I 
wanted to have the option for people who love my free podcast, I was 
thinking I want to have a next step so, if you love free, I have these 
interviews and action plans and that's been a really great product for me 
because it's a nice bundle that I use with my other products. So, that's why 
I created that and I love doing interviews. So, I thought why not create a 
product around it as well. 
 
Question two...  
 

"I plan to have my featured posts be the first thing viewers see on my 
website and they will be more promotional posts to generate interest. 
Do you think that is a good idea or should I lead with recent posts?" 

 
Well, most of your audience won't know the difference especially new 
visitors will come to your site, they'll look at the content at the top. If any of 
the content appeals to them, they'll read it. If it doesn't, they'll leave.  
 
In fact, most people probably not come to your blog home page as a first 
impression. They'll probably find an individual piece of content either 
through a referral or through a search engine so, this is not an important 
question, I guess, at the end of the day. I had a look at your site, Ed, and 
you got the most important thing done. You've got a big call to action for an 
optin at the top of your blog and that is more important than whether you 
put promotional posts or newer posts underneath that so, I think you've 
done the most important thing. 
 
I wouldn't worry too much, as I said, that homepage, it's really about getting 
them on to the email list and what content you then deliver through the 
email then, the actual blog post on the blog.  
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In my experience, you generally get most of your traffic from individual 
posts not the home page. The home page is more a place where people go 
to are regular or repeat readers so, in that case, it might be better for you to 
have the more recent posts at the top. But, this is not an 80-20 situation. 
It's not going to make a big, big difference either way you do it. 
 
Question three...  
 

"I make no mention of my products or what we do on the home page 
of my site except the products that we list on the right side bar. How 
and when do you let viewers know what you do? Is it better to do it up 
front when they first get to the home page so they are sure of what 
you do or speak up on them in posts etc.," 

 
"Speak up on them," I like that phrase. The short answer is, we're following 
a traditional sales funnel which means you actually make an offer for free 
valubale pre-selling content, not the offer for the products first because if 
you can imagine, you got someone coming to your site for the first time. 
They don't know who you are. They don't know whether they can trust you. 
They don't know what you're talking about for them to go into your sales 
offer straight away, they are not going to buy. You need to build the 
relationship, demonstrate you know your subject matter, create trust, show 
case studies of people you helped, do all these things that, it's all about 
pre-selling, about getting the person ready to buy from you and then, after 
that, you make offers. But, you make a lot of offers. This is why we have an 
email list and this is why we have a free incentive for joining that email list.  
 
So, I recommend you focus, as I said before, on getting people on to the 
email list with something valuable for free. Go through that process of 
educating them, giving them value, delivering the result upfront and then, 
making offers after that.  
 
When you make the offers, you don't do it just once. You have to make an 
offer in the blog post. You have to make an offer in the emails. You have to 
have the scarcity. You have to have urgency. You have to have all the 
psychological triggers of which I've talked about inside Blog Mastermind. 
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That's what leads to the sale. This is a case of making those offers in so 
many places out.  
 
When it's he time for them to buy, they see the offer. And that, that's a 
difficult thing to do. And this is why I focus so heavily on that in workshop 
two of Blog Mastermind.  
 
So, I don't know whether you have access to the course but the sure 
answer is, offer something for free. Build the relationship and then, make 
the offers after that. 
 

"Number four, you have your major product sales letters on other 
sites. Why do you do this instead of having them in the blog itself?" 

 
I have separate domain names for my product. In particular, I have one 
core domain name EJInsider which hosts all my sales pages. The main 
reason I did that was actually a technical reason. It's because I actually 
have a separate Wordpress running that allows me to run the membership 
site there versus the Wordpress running my blog. And, we get quite 
complicated to have the membership site running on the same thing as my 
blog so, I decided to have one domain name for products, one domain for 
my blog and that works well.  
 
But, that's again, not an issue that will make a big difference. I think more 
than anything, there's a branding decision to make when it comes to 
coming up with names for your products and possibly the domain names  
you use for them but, in my situation, the two different domains don't make 
a big difference. It's a technical decision. Nothing else. 
 

"Question five, I plan to have transcripts of all my video interviews. I 
plan to have downloadable PDFs and also separate pages for the 
text of the entire transcripts. Is there any search engine optimization 
value in doing it this way or what would you recommend?" 

 
Well, I definitely recommend having transcripts as I talk about frequently, 
you want to have information that meets the different modalities of learning 
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of which there are four. You've got people who like to read, people who like 
to listen, people who like to watch and people who like to participate. 
 
By having the transcript, you can help the people who like to read. So, 
that's definitely a convenient issue and you're also not risking losing that 
proportion of your audience so, definitely have it for that reason. 
 
In terms of the search engine value of the transcripts, well there is some 
because video is difficult for search engines to index where if you have the 
text of the video in a transcript then, the search engine can index it. So, I 
definitely recommend you do it for that purpose too.  
 
Bear in mind though, it's more about getting incoming links with search 
engine optimization not so much about whether that content is there. I 
mean, it's important you have written content. Obviously, you can't rank for 
something without the words but don't expect miracles just because you 
have transcripts of your videos. If you want the SEO to really bring you 
traffic, it's about incoming links that's what matters most. 
 

"Question six, should I put dates on blog posts and interviews 
because many people perceive only new posts as having any value?" 
 

Back in the old days of blogging, I would definitely say yes. But today, I 
would say no because of the other reasons. If dates on bog posts are good 
for new posts, what are dates on old blog posts going to do? People are 
going to disregard them because they are old and I found this to be very 
true. I took the dates off my blog because if you go to Google and you do a 
search for something, and comes up with a blog post dated 2007 versus 
the other people's content that says 2014, who are they going to choose? 
They are going to choose 2014.  
 
So, I took the dates off because a lot of my content is time independent. 
They can be valuable now almost as good as when I first published it. So, I 
don't want to have my content discounted simply because it has an old 
date on it hence, I pulled all the dates off. And, I noticed an increase in my 
search traffic straight away after doing that so, I highly recommend it. 
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Even for you new bloggers just getting started, I don't think you need to 
have dates on your blog posts.  I still think you can put the newest post at 
the start of your blog but you don't need to date them. Long term, you'll get 
benefits from not dating them. 
 

"Seven, what do you think of having a verbal podcast versus video 
interviews?" 

 
I'm not sure what you mean but I think you're saying just an audio only 
podcast versus a full video of people talking together. Have both is the 
short answer. I mean, have the podcast with the downloadable MP3 just as 
I have in all my products. You can download the video with the slides or 
you can download the audio or you can download the transcript. It's getting 
all the different modalities in giving people value regardless of what format 
they prefer. I have noticed in podcasting, there have been people who have 
done video interviews where it's basically just you sitting on one end on 
your computer talking to another person somewhere else. We both got our 
webcams on and we're recording our conversation. 
 
There's not a lot to look at but it still allows you to see people's facial 
expressions. The personality comes through more. I personally would sit 
there and watch an hour long interview for video. I take it with me on my 
phone and just listen to the audio. But, some people do.  
 
So, again, the short answer is, if you are doing video interviews and you've 
got the tehinical ability to put up video, do that but also have the audio 
version available. Give people everything and you will get better results. It's 
a simple idea but that's what works. 
 
Okay Ed, a lot of questions. Thank you. Seven questions there. I hope that 
was helpful and answered them. If you want to continue this discussion, 
let's dive in on the next coaching call or if you're in the EJ Insider 
community, we can talk there. 
 
Okay, big one.  
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I have one more question in the text questions and I have no other hands 
raised at the moment for all you people listening to me talk at the moment. 
So, if you would like to speak to me, even if you asked a question already, 
you can press five and the star key and one person has already so, let me 
jump to that live question. 
 
CALLER: Hi Yaro, I asked you a question before about my emails and I 
wanted to just to tell you a little bit about my business and also some 
feedback. 
 
The business that I am thinking of is coaching on personal development. 
I've been studying that for a long time but have never done it 
professionally. I've done it for friends and had good results with them and 
they've been very happy with it. I've studied many things like it... and other 
stuff and I just finished writing a book called, "A Simple Life" which is about 
how to live a life that's simpler and happier. 
 
So, first I thought of your blog. I thought of writing a blog to promote my 
books. But then, after reading you, I figured out that maybe I could do 
better than that and maybe offer some coaching sessions. 
 
So, would you be able to give me some general advice on how to go about 
that? 
 
YARO: Well, it's all about having that sequence you want people to follow. 
So, I can imagine you need to create a platform so the blog will be the 
platform and you'll have your email optin form to get a specific, either 
sequence of messages or specific free resource. Maybe, you know, a 
chapter in your book but probably usually better to have an actual mini-
course or free reports, something like that.  
 
And then, you offer the coaching through that process. This is basically 
what I teach in Blog Mastermind Workshops one and two and also in the 
pre-trainings about finding what problem you want to help people solve, 
setting up your first email sequence to focus on that problem and in the 
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sequence itself, making a sequence of offers for coaching for people who 
want to take the next step with you. So, you'll help solve a problem with 
your free information to a certain level but if they want more, then by that 
point, they trust you. They have gained a benefit from studying your 
information then, some of them will say, "Hey, I'd like to do a one-hour 
Skype call or telephone call with you to solve this problem." That's the 
basic general format of a blog sales funnel that I talked about. 
 
I think that's very applicable certainly in what you're doing with personal 
development. I would suggest though that if you haven't done this already, 
have a good think about the problem that you'll help people solve. But, in 
particular one specific problem. I know personal development is one of 
those subjects that can help with all kinds of different issues that people 
have, everything from anxiety, depression, public speaking, relationships, 
all these things, and it can be difficult to narrow down on the one specific 
issue you want to focus on first. You need to do that at least for your 
marketing because you can't go out there and say, "Hey, I'll help you with 
everything," because no one will choose you. You need to help a certain 
group of people. 
 
And, I suspect if you've already been doing some pro-bono work. It sounds 
like you said you were helping some friends or family, you might find that 
what you were helping them with is the answer that you want to focus on 
and there can be case studies too. That's a great thing about doing pro 
bono is you can get a few case studies that you can use in your information 
as a proof of what you're good at. 
 
Does that help? Is there a certain problem you think of right now that you 
could focus your sequence on? 
 
CALLER: There was one very particular problem that I helped a friend with 
but, I can't talk about that.  
 
YARO: Sure. 
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CALLER: ... you know, with so many people. But, she had a problem when 
she was growing up with being abused but then, I worked with her and she 
offered, I think three to four weeks later, she came and she told me that 
she had forgiven her uncle and the reason she has come to me was 
because her grandson was having a similar issue with her that she had had 
in her childhood so, that's why she was motivated to overcome this 
problem and after I worked with her, she said her relationship with her 
family, both her grandchildren and her uncles, they improved tremendously. 
She was very happy with it. 
 
YARO: Well, you know, abuse can be an angle. I actually have a person I 
privately coached a while ago who he partners with his mother and his 
mother focuses on, I think, it's verbally abusive relationships in particular 
between married couples. And, they have an incredible business around 
that subject. I think, they're doing over $30,000 a month now using 
predominantly webinars as their selling tool. So, it gets people to sign up 
for a free webinar where she does some teaching and then, she has a 
range of digital products which are video training that she teaches and 
helps people deal with that situation.  
 
Obviously, she went through it herself. That's where she got the credibility 
to teach about it. She was in an abusive relationship and built a business 
around it. So, there's certainly the potential. If you can help people solve 
big problems like that, the challenge you got from a business building point 
of view is getting all this content created, building the system, 
demonstrating your credibility, the technology... once you get that going 
though, it is a great format for digital information business. I certainly think 
you could do it in your space if you're willing to put yourself out there and 
start creating all of these helpful information and being strategic with it as 
well, making sure you have the direction to take people with and products 
for sale and so on. 
 
CALLER: Right. Yes, and I also have to think about what appeals to me, 
what I think I can help people with rather than particular problems that 
helping them to grow. I am not sure that is a great money-making area. I'll 
have to check that out a little bit more. 
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YARO: Yes, I can tell you as you probably know, most people generally go 
try to fix problems and don't go out there spending money to prevent 
problems. We like to fix when it's broken rather than prevent but, that being 
said, what you can do, and this is actually what a lot of people do in all 
businesses, I mean, I do this but you have people discover your business 
and possibly buy a product from you. That is about solving one problem but 
then, that opens the door to an ongoing relationship with you and your 
business. That's when you can start not just solving the problem but talking 
about elevating the whole aspect of what they are trying to do. 
 
I remember Eben Pagan talking a lot about this with Double Your Dating 
business helping men with dating advice and he said, "All men wanted 
some magic trick to get a girl's phone number, to get a date." So, a lot of 
his marketing was around that aspect as an entry point. 
 
But then, once people became customers, he dived into a whole range of 
personal development things like improving your confidence, your self-
esteem, becoming a better man overall, getting everything sorted from your 
business life, your health life, your job or your career and all of these things 
even though his initial message was, "Get a girl's phone number," but the 
customers went deep with his business. It was much more significant 
subject matter. So, you could do the same thing if you bring people in to 
solve one abusive relationship issue and then, look at self-esteem and all 
those subjects. It's an option. 
 
CALLER: Uh-huh. Yes, that's a very good idea. That's, I think, I could do 
that, yes. Thank you. 
 
YARO: Okay, well, keep us updated on how you go. 
 
CALLER: Okay, I will. 
 
YARO: All right, thanks for your questions. Talk to you soon. 
 
CALLER: Okay. 
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YARO: All right, I am going to jump to the final of the text questions that 
were emailed in advance. This is from Eric. Actually, I think I missed one. I 
know I missed... Oh, I got three more questions. Let me do Eric's first.  
 
So, Eric is asking regarding e-book design.  
 

"I'm at a place in my business where spending much before I make 
money isn't really feasible. How important do you think it is to have an 
eBook professionaly designed or with a professional cover? Do you 
think having a simple cover with an image and text and just a super 
basic format throughout is enough? Or, should I bite the bullet and 
sink some money into this thing? Have any good eBook design 
resources? " 

 
Okay Eric, I don't see the design as a make or break issue going forward 
early on. So, if you don't have the funds for it, you don't need to go too 
crazy with it. I mean, if you're inside the EJ Insider community, you will 
have seen members who raving about the quality of the graphic work she 
gets from certain Fiverr people and there's people you can find in there 
who can do a cover for you for $20 that you'll probably be very happy with. 
 
Actually, I think it's more important you come up with a good title, as the 
words you use are way more important than the design itself. Yes, if you're 
going to do a mass produced publication with a huge launch then, the 
cover is as important as the title or the title is still more important but the 
cover matters. But, if this is just like the first step in a funnel you're building 
for the first time, you can even just do the cover on a basic white 
background. I think you'd would be okay with that to begin with. But, check 
out Fiverr. You could get it done very cheap and it would look quite good. 
 
My covers for all my e-guides, I have my tech person do the design and it 
probably costs me $100 for four of them because once we design one, we 
could use it for all the other ones. What took me time was sitting there 
going, "Okay, what's the title and what's the sub-headline?" This is 
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important. This is copywriting. We need to come up with powerful names. 
That's the hard part. 
 
If you haven't gone through the beginner blog tech presentation, I talk 
about choosing domain names which is a very similar decision to choosing 
titles for a book. So, you need to go up t things like alliteration, cadence, 
rhythm, things that flow well, and also... a lot of variables to get right when 
choosing names. It's an art form that takes some time but really is 
important. That's where I would spend my energy in choosing the titles 
more than the actual design. 
 
That being said, design is fun. That's still nice to have nice design. It's 
something about having a real business as well. So, when you can do that, 
definitely go for good designs as well. 
 
Okay so, last question from email from Tom. Tom asks... 
 

"Early in January, I was planning to launch with my partners when the 
nightmare scenario occurred. Wishlist Member, Aweber and 
Hostgator all stopped working together. Tech support has been so 
slow and it looks like the whole launch will have to be pushed back. 
 
My question is, what membeship software, autoresponder and host 
private server or VPS do you currently recommend that has awesome 
live support where you can call people and they solve your problems 
quickly?  
 
And second, I'm thinking of launching with a group buy deal and was 
wondering if you know any sites not Groupon or Living Social or 
Wordpress plugins that you create group buy deal quickly with little 
hassle. " 
 

Oh, I've not a good answer for you, Tom. First of all, with the hosting, I am 
on two different hosts. I've got Hostgator for the non-popular site. So, for 
example, my memebrship site, since it's not a high volume amount of 
traffic, it's just on Hostgator. 
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I'm with Synthesis which is a Copyblogger hosting service for my blog 
because my blog gets much more significant traffic. I don't know whether 
any of those services have phone support. I've actually never called in a 
hosting company, at least not in the last ten years. I remember doing it 
really early on. 
 
I usually do live chat and email and Synthesis is good for email. Hostgator 
is a little bit slower, a little bit dodgy at times but you get what you paid for. 
It is a bit of a cheaper service. I heard of things like media temple having 
good support, if I remember a while ago. I looked at them as a possible 
option. I don't know what actually went wrong with your system here 
because you're saying Wishlist, Aweber and Hostgator all stopped working 
together. If a Hostgator goes down then, it's a hosting issue. That would 
stop everything from working. It wouldn't be a specific problem with it 
working with Wishlist or Aweber.  
 
So, if you're hosting is working, I'm wondering, is it something about your 
Wishlist script or your Aweber service not integrating? I'm not sure of what 
your actual problem is here. I use Ontraport or it's called Office Autopilot. I 
have the older version at the moment and that is basically my email as well 
as my membership so, it's my Aweber and my Wishlist plugin all built in one 
and then, the hosting is with Hostgator.  
 
So, if the hosting is down, everything is down so, you try and fix that as 
quick as you can and they're usually pretty quick and the other two, it's a 
technical thing with Office Autopilot so, I email them and get help. So, I'm 
not entirely sure what's gone wrong with your system. It sounds to me you 
just had a whole lot of technical issues go wrong before a launch which is 
common that's why it's good to do small launches internally to practice first 
and make sure the technology is working before getting your big parties on 
board. I really recommend that. Have a few practice runs inhouse first. The 
number of times where your payment provider stops working, your email 
list doesn't work, your site goes down, it's incredible how often that 
happens right in the middle of a launch. 
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So, you want to be prepared.  
 
To answer your second question about group buying plugins, I've never 
used one. I have seen them floating around especially when Groupons was 
in its hayday. There were a bunch of people sort of trying to jump on that 
wave and releasing themes and things that will allow you to do group 
buying. I don't have a recommendation for you though. I don't know any. I 
haven't used any. I'm not even sure why you're doing a group buying 
because Tom, I know your subject is helping people of ADHD and I am not 
entirely sure how that would connect with doing a Groupon style deal, 
getting a bunch of people who all have ADHD together to buy from you 
maybe? I am not sure. So, maybe Tom, you need to jump on the next 
coaching call or jump in to the EJ Insider community and clarify exactly 
what you're talking about here and we can discuss it some more there. 
 
Okay, that is it for all the emails questions, some very big ones there. I 
hope it's been helpful for all the people who emailed. If you want to follow 
up with me, please do either email a question for the next call, join me live 
on the next call, or jump in to the community and we can keep talking there.  
 
For all of you listening live, there's a good bunch of you still, thank you for 
staying all the way up to this point. If you would like to ask me a question, 
here's your last chance for this call. You can press the five key followed by 
the star key and your hand will be raised. Happy to answer any more last 
minute questions before I wrap up the call. Otherwise, I will end this call 
and we'll call it done.  
 
For those people new to the call, how this works is at the end of the call, 
the recording will be delivered to me in about fifteen minutes. I then take 
the MP3. I upload it to my own server and it gets placed on to my 
teleconference page so, the page where you found the phone number and 
the date for this call, if you scroll down, you'll see a streaming and a 
download button for every single previous call. 
 
In fact, you'll see downloads for every single previous call going all the way 
back to the very fist Blog Mastermind version. So, you have a bit of time. 
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You like these calls and listening in to the answers, you can go all the way 
back to 2007 and download calls. I think it goes that far or maybe 2008. 
There's a lot of calls there. Certainly, you can jump in on this call and get 
the recording if you want to revisit anything. 
 
I'm not seeing any hands go up here. So, if you don't want to ask your 
question, last call, press five and star. And, if there's not anyone, I'll call it a 
day or a night depending where you're coming from. 
 
Nope. 
 
All right, guys and girls, I think that is it. So, thank you for joining me until 
the end of this coaching call. I will schedule the next one as soon as I finish 
this one up and get the recording up for you. I'll send an email out when the 
recording is done as well so you can download it there and thank you for 
everyone who asked the questions live. Thank you for everyone who 
emailed in the questions in advance as well. If you can't make a call in the 
future, you're welcome to email in a question in advance any time you like. 
Just use the question questions@ejinsider.com email address and I'll get 
the questions.  
 
Yes, thanks guys. And, for those of you who might be in HongKong, Tokyp, 
Vancouver or San Francisco, I will be coming through in March. So, follow 
me on Facebook and say hello. Reply to any of my post there where I talk 
about my travels and let me know where you are and I'd love to possibly 
arrange a meet up especially in HongKong and Tokyo where I don't know 
anyone and I've never been there before so, it's always a fun experience to 
try and wander the streets and get lost. 
 
All right, we'll call it a day. Thank you everyone for listening in. My name is 
Yaro Starak. I will talk to you on the next coaching call and good luck with 
your blogs this week. I hope you're very active, very motivated, get a lot of 
work done and enjoy the Blog Mastermind course for those of you who are 
working through the workshops there. 
 
Talk to you soon, guys. Bye! 
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